
ALL DIVISIONS (‘A’ & ‘AA’) - GENERAL RULES & SCORING:

There is no minimum time limit for a form.  Maximum time is 3 minutes.

All competitors in a division will perform before anyone is scored.

The order in which the competitors perform is pre-determined and the
competitors will be informed of their number by the ring coordinators.

Each judge will award the scores 9.99, 9.98, 9.97 & 9.96 ONLY ONCE in
each division to their top four competitors.  9.95 and below can be
awarded at the judges discretion and may be awarded to more than one
competitor.

If a competitor forgets their form they may start over but should receive a
0.05 deduction from all judges.  If a competitor starts over due to no fault of
their own, i.e. their music doesn’t work etc they will not be deducted any
marks.

Stumbles/falls - If a competitor stumbles/loses balance but regains control
quickly they should receive a deduction of 0.01 or 0.02 dependent on the
severity of the stumble.  If a competitor falls or completely fails to land a
jumping or tricking move they should be deducted 0.05.

ALL WEAPONS DIVISIONS (‘A’ & ‘AA’):

If a competitor drops their weapon they WILL NOT be disqualified.
The judges should make an appropriate deduction to their score.
e.g. a fumble where the competitor regains control would be a 0.02
deduction, a full drop of the weapon a 0.05 deduction. If a
weapon breaks or comes apart the competitor should be disqualified.

Throws/releases of the weapon are permitted in ALL creative and
musical divisions.

PLEASE SEE REVERSE FOR SPECIFIC RULES FOR CREATIVE,
MUSICAL & TRADITIONAL FORMS

QUICK REFERENCE - FORMS & KATA
(full rule set available at www.unityinternationalgames.com)
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‘A’ & ‘AA’ DIVISIONS - CREATIVE FORMS/WEAPONS:

A form in the creative divisions MUST contain moves and techniques that
originate only from the martial arts.

Music is optional

What IS allowed: Weapons may be released. Spinning kicks (not more than
360 degrees), jump spinning kicks (not more than 360 degrees), flying kicks,
multiple (cannon) kicks, butterfly kicks (with the head held up to clearly differentiate
from aerial), splits, split kicks, weapon rolls & twirls, weapon releases.

What IS NOT allowed: NO inversions of the body that require the head to be lower
than parallel with the waist. NO gymnastic techniques are allowed. NO rotations
of the body over 360 degrees are allowed. NO tricking moves are allowed. NO
dance moves are allowed.

Should a competitor use any move not permitted in a creative form then they should
be given a zero score.

‘A’ & ‘AA’ DIVISIONS - MUSICAL FORMS/WEAPONS:

Music MUST be used.  Supplied on either a CD with ONE track only or on an iPod
or similar device (Set Volume to Maximum and Disable Pass Code).  Lyrics are
permitted but should the lyrics contain any profanities or strong racial comments the
competitor will be disqualified.

What IS allowed: Any gymnastic or tricking move is allowed and any rotation.
However, the form should still have a basis in martial arts and at least half the form
should be derived from martial techniques. Weapons may be released.

What IS NOT allowed: NO dance moves.  NO props. NO purely gymnastic
routines.

In a musical weapons form the use of the weapon should be judged as the
primary criteria with gymnastic/tricking moves as secondary.

‘A’ & ‘AA’ TRADITIONAL FORMS & WEAPONS (all genres except
JAP/OKI):

These must be traditional in nature with no creative techniques.  They may be
modified dependant on a particular schools style or system.  As this is an open
tournament judges must be open minded as to modifications which differ from
their own systems. Judges should look for execution and application of technique,
balance, speed, power, stances (where appropriate) and focus.

Lightweight weapons are permitted as long as the form performed is traditional.


